JEFFERSON MATTERS: MAIN STREET
SELFIE SUMMER SAFARI
Post a selfie to Facebook or Instagram using #jeffersonmatters
of you or your family doing any of the following.

DISCOVER JEFFERSON THIS SUMMER

1. Visit the Bell Tower
2. Find the Doreen Wilber Sculpture
3. Find the mural at the Post Office
4. Find the Darrell Lindsey Monument
5. Find the blue bird in Sally’s Alley
6. Find the Monticello-inspired lending library
7. Take a picture of you and Thomas Jefferson
8. Bring a book and drop it off at “Read Me Please” Little Lending Library
9. Read all three poems found in Sally’s Alley
10. Locate Yankee Robinson and learn about him
11. Visit the Greene County Historical Museum
12. Locate the mini bell towers
13. Find the Kendall plaque
14. Find Azor Mills and learn about him
15. Find out what’s playing at the Sierra Theatre
16. Find the painted rug in Greene Bean Coffee
17. Find the best donuts in town
18. Find the cornucopia full of corn
19. Count how many banks there are in downtown
20. Find “Lean In”
21. Find Doreen’s target
22. Stop at the Old Depot and read the rock
23. Locate the elk on a mural
24. Find Freedom Rock
25. Find George Gallup and learn about him
26. Find a car on a sign downtown
27. Ride the elevator up to the Bell Tower Observation Deck
28. Take a picture of the “Wild Woman on the Roof”
29. Find the stained glass dome in the Courthouse.
30. Find “Spaceman”
31. Find the “Blue Wings”
32. Count the flavors of ice cream available at Twins Shoppe
33. Find the “Fair Catch” sculpture at the Jefferson Public Library
34. Listen to a Tower Tunes Concert
35. Find “Peggy” downtown
36. Find the concrete Lincoln Highway marker
37. Count the trees on the Greene County Courthouse grounds
38. Find the bears in the Jefferson Public Library Sculpture.
39. Find the Welcome Center
40. Find a bear at Jefferson Telecom